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WORLD YOUTH SKILL DAY CELEBRATION, 2019 
The ASAP club “BUDS: Beyond Ur dreams”, Govt. Victoria College commemorated the World Youth 

Skill Day on July 15, 2019 (Monday) with great enthusiasm. The day targets to ensure primary means of 

enabling young people to make a smooth transition to work. It envisages achieving better socio-economic 

conditions for today’s youth as a means of addressing the challenges of unemployment and under-

employment.  
 
A VENTURE TO RECYCLE 

The club members mastered over the art of crafting hand-made paper pens. They made around 108 paper 

pens in total. This was done as a part of their experiential learning process, which targets to equip them 

with some skills for self-employment. Our paper pens are a great alternative to plastic ballpoint pens. They 

don’t just address the plastic menace but also contain seeds that can grow into trees. The seemingly 

innocuous ballpoint pens – we lose them more than we use them! We trash them instead of bothering to 

buy new refills. The asapians of Govt. Victoria College had come up with a sustainable livelihood solution 

to counteract the issue of plastic pollution. They had combined their design skills with love for the 

environment and crafted pens ensuring that the paper is rolled tight enough to be as tenacious as plastic 

pens, buried within each, beholds the seed of a tree. 

          
MOBILE QUIZ  
The club organized a mobile quiz on fascinating subjects to instill the buds of ASAP in young inspiring 

minds. The participants were rewarded with the hand-crafted pens as a souvenir, inviting them to become 

a part of the club. They also distributed pamphlets listing out the details of ASAP initiative. 



            
POSTER PRESENTATION 
The students enthusiastically joined hands in preparing posters on topics of current concern. They artfully 

presented their work of art on topics, like Dilemma of an Albatross, Wipe-Out!, Flood In Kerala. 
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